A1.
The authors also believe that the ramal plate can increase the range of Class III camouflage treatment. It allows for a larger range of molar distalization compared to miniscrews, resulting in the possibility of resolving a larger amount of arch length discrepancy. Therefore, some cases that used to be referred for surgical treatment can be considered for nonsurgical approach aided by the ramal plate. However, the plate cannot resolve mandibular asymmetry or mandibular prognathism. In addition, the space available for the lingual retraction of the anterior teeth should be considered.
Moreover, the use of the ramal plate can replace the miniscrews for distalization of the mandibular dentition because of its superior biomechanics which lead to less tipping of the molars, beside the relatively higher failure rate of miniscrews in the mandible. Therefore, the ramal plate is more effective in distalization than the miniscrews.
A2. In most of the cases it should not be the case and the surgical removal of the 3rd molar would not make the placement more difficult. However, this also depends on the extent of the surgical trauma to the bone and the period between the surgical removal of the 3rd molar and the placement of the plate. cheek movements. Therefore, the ramal plate shows less inflammation compared to the miniscrews placed in the interradicular spaces or in the buccal shelf area. Good oral hygiene is essential for preventing the inflammation, therefore we usually recommend the use of water pick for our ramal plate patients.
A3. It is true that inflammation is frequently observed
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